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Railways Act 1921
1921 CHAPTER 55

PART III

RAILWAY CHARGES.

Transitory Provisions.

60 Transitory provisions as to charges generally.

A constituent, subsidiary, or amalgamated company, or any railway company which
is liable to have applied to it a schedule of standard charges shall, notwithstanding
anything contained in any special or general Act or in any agreement, be entitled till
the appointed day to make such charges in connexion with the carriage of merchandise
and passengers or otherwise as were in force as respects the railway on the fifteenth
day of August, nineteen hundred and twenty-one; or, where no such charges were
in force on that date, then such reasonable charges as shall, in case of difference, be
determined by the rates tribunal:

Provided that at any time after the said fifteenth day of August, and before the
appointed day,

(i) any representative body of traders may apply to the rates tribunal to reduce the
aforesaid charges or any of them;

(ii) any trader interested in any particular charge may apply to the rates tribunal to
reduce that charge;

(iii) any such company may apply to the rates tribunal to increase the aforesaid
charges or any of them;

any such application shall be published in such manner as the rates tribunal prescribe
and the tribunal after hearing all parties whom they consider entitled to be heard may
make such modifications in the said charges or any of them as to the tribunal may
seem just, and shall fix a day upon which the modifications are to come into force.
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61 Provisions as to charges in connection with private sidings.

(1) Until an agreement has been made, or the rates tribunal have determined any
differences that may arise, between the railway company concerned and the owner of
or any person using a private siding (in this section called the "siding owner") as to
the sum payable (if any) for accommodation and services provided in connexion with
the siding, the following provisions shall apply:—
(1) Where at the passing of this Act an agreement exists between a railway company

(being a constituent or subsidiary company or a company which is liable to
have applied to it a schedule of standard charges) and a siding owner, under
which the siding owner pays either the whole of the station and service terminals
or pays such terminals and is allowed a rebate upon a percentage basis, the
agreement shall continue to operate for the period fixed by the agreement, and
after the expiration of the agreement, or, if the agreement is terminable on notice,
then from the expiration of any notice given thereunder, the provisions of the
agreement shall be deemed to remain. in force notwithstanding any change which
may be made in the amount of the terminal charges:

(2) Where at the passing of this Act an agreement exists between any such
railway company and a siding owner whereby the siding owner pays for
accommodation and services provided in connexion with the delivery or
collection of merchandise at the siding a fixed sum, or pays for such services
terminal charges less a rebate of a fixed amount, the agreement shall continue to
operate for the period fixed by the agreement, and after the expiration thereof,
or, if the agreement is terminable on notice, then from the expiration of any
notice given thereunder, the sum so payable or the rebate so allowed shall be
increased in proportion to the amount by which the aggregate of the conveyance
rate and station and service terminals may have been increased since the date of
the agreement:

(3) Where at the passing of this Act there is no express agreement as to the amount
to be paid for such services, but the siding owner in fact pays station terminals
and service terminals or any portion thereof or either of them, the siding owner
shall hereafter pay for such services as aforesaid the station terminals and service
terminals or such portion of the same as he has heretofore paid:

(4) Where after the passing of this Act a new siding is connected with the railway,
or traffic which is not provided for under the foregoing provisions of this section
passes to an existing siding, the siding owner shall pay for the aforesaid services
the amount of the station and service terminals for the time being in force;
provided that the sum thereafter agreed or in default of agreement determined
by the rates tribunal to be payable for such services shall be payable from the
date of such connection for traffic or of the passing of the traffic as the case may
be or for a period of twelve months from the date of application to the tribunal,
whichever is shorter:

Provided that nothing contained in this section shall give rise to any presumption as to
the value of the aforesaid accommodation and services, and in fixing any sum which
the siding owner is to pay the rates tribunal shall have regard only to what sum is
reasonable in all the circumstances of the case.

(2) The Railway and Canal Commission shall not, after the passing of this Act, exercise
any jurisdiction with respect to the matters to which this section relates.


